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ABSTRACT: Crystal structure prediction methods are prone to
overestimate the number of potential polymorphs of organic
molecules. In this work, we aim to reduce the overprediction by
systematically applying molecular dynamics simulations and biased
sampling methods to cluster subsets of structures that can easily
interconvert at finite temperature and pressure. Following this
approach, we rationally reduce the number of predicted putative
polymorphs in crystal structure prediction (CSP)-generated crystal
energy landscapes. This uses an unsupervised clustering approach
to analyze independent finite-temperature molecular dynamics
trajectories and hence identify a representative structure of each
cluster of distinct lattice energy minima that are effectively equivalent at finite temperature and pressure. Biased simulations are used
to reduce the impact of limited sampling time and to estimate the work associated with polymorphic transformations. We
demonstrate the proposed systematic approach by studying the polymorphs of urea and succinic acid, reducing an initial set of over
100 energetically plausible CSP structures to 12 and 27 respectively, including the experimentally known polymorphs. The
simulations also indicate the types of disorder and stacking errors that may occur in real structures.

■ INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we introduce and test a protocol to tackle the issue
of overprediction,1,2 which plagues all currently used crystal
structure prediction (CSP) methods, by using molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations and enhanced sampling methods.
We reduce, or coarsen, the landscapes of crystal structures
generated by CSP into a smaller set of crystal structures that are
persistent, distinct at finite temperatures, and more likely to
correspond to real polymorphs.
CSP has evolved over the past decade to the point where the

identification of local minima in the rugged potential energy
surface associated with the packing of irregularly shaped organic
molecules has been established as the standard approach in the
field.3 Search algorithms are now able to efficiently generate
putative packings, and while the existence of suitably accurate
methods for the description of the potential energy cannot be
assumed, ab initio and semiempirical methods4−8 have evolved
to provide increasingly accurate lattice energy estimates.2

Applications of CSP methods based on the estimate of
(temperature agnostic) relative lattice energies, here identified
by the abbreviation CSP_0,9 are blossoming within both
industry and academia, finding applications in pharmaceutical
manufacturing and functional materials design.10−12 Never-
theless, CSP_0 techniques only partially capture the physics
underlying polymorphism. Thermal effects on thermodynamic
stability, as well as kinetics of nucleation and growth, play a
determining role in selecting which putative structures can be

experimentally observed and under which specific condi-
tions.1,13,14

The computational protocol presented in this work aims to
reduce the number of crystal structures predicted by CSP_0
methodshence achieving a coarsening of CSP_0 crystal
energy landscapes. This idea finds its roots in the work of Mooij
& van Eijck15 and Gavezzotti,16 and builds on the recent
contributions by Tuckerman et al., who have used molecular
dynamics17,18 and introduced enhanced sampling methods19,20

to complement CSP_0 in several applications, including the
sixth blind test of organic CSP.2 Our approach is based on
identifying:

• Labile structuresi.e., crystal structures that, while
representing valid potential energy minima, are unstable
when simulated at finite temperature and can thus be
discarded.2,15,16,21

• Effectively equivalent structuresi.e., structures repre-
senting distinct potential energy minima, which can easily
interconvert and merge into the same dynamic ensemble
at finite temperature.22
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Coarsening crystal energy landscapes by eliminating labile
structures and merging ensembles of essentially equivalent
structures enables the identification of significantly fewer target
structures, thus reducing the computational cost of sophisticated
calculations such as those necessary to implement highly
accurate methods for the assessment of the relative thermody-
namic stability (CSP_thd),23 or even for the explicit simulation
of out-of-equilibrium nucleation and growth processes in
solution.
This paper is organized as follows. First, we describe the

coarsening workflow, detailing the approach to clustering finite-
temperature crystal structures, and in estimating the work
associated with crystal structure transitions. We then illustrate
the reduced landscapes obtained for two representative systems:
urea and succinic acid. The former is a common example of a
nearly rigid organic molecule able to generate a multitude of
hydrogen-bonding patterns in the solid state, while the latter is
an example of a small but conformationally flexible molecule,
subject to conformational polymorphism. For both cases, we
significantly reduce the number of predicted polymorphs and
identify themost relevant packingmotifs among those generated
by CSP_0.
In essence, we present methods for reducing the number of

low energy crystal structures from temperature-free CSP, using
molecular dynamics and enhanced sampling techniques, which
result in a small number of thermally stable putative polymorphs.

■ METHODS
In order to coarsen CSP_0-generated crystal energy landscapes, we aim
to computationally assess the persistence of plausible crystal packings at
constant temperature and pressure. To this aim, we perform MD
simulations at finite temperature and pressure on supercells obtained
from CSP_0 structures. Statistically meaningful MD simulations of
supercells containing hundreds of molecules are impractically
computationally demanding for ab initio MD methods, thus requiring
traditional force fields. Here we describe the computational workflow
adopted in this work, highlighting the clustering approach that allows us
to identify recurrent packing motifs independently from the symmetry
of the parent crystal structure, the size of the supercell, the orientation
of the supercell, Z′, or even the presence of point defects. The workflow
described in the paper is implemented in an ad hoc Python library,
available upon request.
CoarseningWorkflow. The CSP_0 crystal energy landscape is the

set of lattice energy minima generated in a search through a defined
range of degrees of freedom (space groups, Z′) which are sufficiently

low in energy to be thermodynamically plausible as polymorphs,
allowing for the expected range of lattice energies between polymorphs
and the likely errors. This often contains hundreds of structures, with
the number often increasing with the flexibility and size of the molecule.
In order to screen such a large number of crystal structures at finite T
and P, it is necessary to efficiently set up and perform molecular
simulations in various ensembles of relatively large supercells
containing hundreds of molecules. Here we follow the workflow
detailed in Figure 1, which is composed of a preparation, a molecular
dynamics, and a biased sampling section. In the following, we discuss
each section in detail.

Structure Preparation and Atom Typing. In order to perform
classical simulations of supercells starting from crystallographic files
generated from either CSP calculations or experiments, it is necessary to
replicate the asymmetric unit according to the space group symmetry,
and to deduce any bonding between atoms, to obtain a simulation cell
containing a finite number of whole molecules. The preparation of
input files is a tedious process that can be carried out by hand only for a
limited number of crystal structures; however, when dealing with sets
containing hundreds of structures, a systematic approach is required.
These tasks were carried out by interfacing to existing utilities with an
ad hoc Python library.

Force field parameters need to be assigned in order to carry out
classical MD simulations. In this work, we used the General Amber
Force Field (GAFF), and force field atom types were assigned by
interfacing with the AmberTools suite.24 The framework that we have
developed is however flexible enough to handle other force fields as
well. For instance, by interfacing with Tinker,25 we can use the
AMOEBA polarizable force field.26,27

Finally, the asymmetric cell is replicated to obtain a supercell with a
shape as close as possible to cubic, complying with the minimum image
convention dictated by direct space cutoff for nonbonded interactions
(see the following paragraphs). This led to the inclusion of at least 256
and 400 molecules for succinic acid and urea, respectively.

EnergyMinimization. The first stage of the coarsening process is a
lattice energy minimization in which we relax the crystal supercell. In
this work, the optimization of the atomic coordinates is carried out in
GROMACS,28 using the steepest descent algorithm. To carry out this
first step, the group cutoff scheme was used to generate neighbor lists
every 10 steps, and long-range electrostatic interactions were treated
with the smooth particle-mesh Ewald (PME) method.29 Van der Waals
and electrostatic interactions in real space were calculated with cutoffs
of 0.8 and 1.0 nm for urea and succinic acid, respectively. In order to
relax cell parameters under an applied pressure of 1 atm, we used the
LAMMPS Molecular Dynamics package,30 which implements this
option. The input conversion between the two packages is made
possible by interfacing with the InterMol software tool.31 After cell
relaxation in LAMMPS, a final coordinates optimization is performed in

Figure 1. Workflow for the finite-temperature coarsening of crystal energy landscapes, showing in blue the simulations performed, in orange the
analysis, and in green the results obtained. The preparation stage is devoted to the construction of supercells from CSP_0 and experimental data. The
molecular dynamics section allows removal of structures that are unstable at the temperature of interest (T = 300 K in this work) and identification of
dominant structural clusters. The biased sampling section involves computing the work necessary to observe transitions in the structures that emerge as
stable from the MD screening.
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GROMACS, to avoid small differences in the crystal cell energies
derived from implementation differences between the two codes.31

After minimization, we estimate the lattice energy Elatt of each crystal
structure with the same force field that will be used in subsequent stages
of the coarsening process, using the following definition:

E
E
n

Elatt
crystal

mol

vacuum= −
(1)

where Ecrystal is the potential energy of the supercell, nmol is the number
of molecules in it, and Evacuum is the energy of an isolated molecule in its
lowest-energy conformation.
The use of a different approximation for the calculation of energies

than the one used for CSP_0 ranking induces differences in the ranking
of crystal structures across the set of CSP_0-generated crystal
structures. It should be noted that similar differences are also observed
when comparing CSP_0 energies with dispersion-corrected density
functional (DFT+D) estimates of the same quantities. In this work, we
have compared the CSP_0 lattice energies with those computed with
GAFF for both urea and succinic acid. In the case of succinic acid, we
have also compared lattice energies with those obtained with a tailor-
made force field32,33 and periodic DFT+D. The two force fields
performed similarly in the calculation of lattice energies; however,
GAFF emerged as a better choice to model conformational transitions
in MD simulations. Therefore, we have chosen to use GAFF for our
study. A comparison between the lattice energies and structures
obtained from supercell optimization with GAFF and those used as
input from the CSP_0 stage is used to check that they are sufficiently
consistent and realistic for the force field to be used in the following
stages. A comparison of the lattice energies for the MD force field
(GAFF) and those from the CSP_0 studies is given in SI section S1.
MD Simulations. In the context of this study, we define as labile

structures the CSP_0-generated structures that spontaneously melt at
room temperature and pressure, losing long-range order during MD
simulations. In order to identify such labile crystal structures, we
perform MD simulations in three steps. At first, we simulate the
supercells for 5 ns in the canonical ensemble. In such simulations,
performed with GROMACS, PME29 is used to treat long-range
electrostatics, while a real space cutoff for the calculation of van der
Waals and electrostatic interactions is set to 0.8 and 1.0 nm for urea and
succinic acid, respectively. In all simulations, we adopted a time step of
1 fs, and controlled the temperature with the Bussi−Donadio−
Parrinello thermostat. The canonical simulation is followed by an
isothermal−isobaric simulation, in which pressure is initially equili-
brated for 1 ns with a Berendsen anisotropic barostat. The pressure
equilibration step is followed by a production simulation performed
using the Parrinello−Rahman barostat. The typical simulation length
for this step is 15 ns. We identify labile structures and effectively
equivalent structures by analyzing the trajectory generated in both the
canonical and isothermal−isobaric trajectories using probabilistic
structural fingerprints discussed in detail in the next paragraph.
Defining a Dissimilarity Measure. In order to calculate the

similarity between crystal packings, we needed to be able to consistently
compare supercells with different numbers of molecules, different
shapes, and different unit cells. More importantly, an effective similarity
metric needs to handle atomic configurations generated at finite
temperature, in which atoms are fluctuating around their equilibrium
position, and the perfect symmetry of static structures generated in
CSP_0 is absent. To this aim, we base our approach on the definition of
hierarchical, probabilistic fingerprints, able to capture key character-
istics of the fluctuating local molecular environment of crystal
structures. Inspired by the descriptors proposed in a recent paper on
CO2 packing polymorphism,35 and by results published by other
groups,36,37 we define fingerprints encoding information on crystal
structures in the form of a set of probability densities. Following the
extended pair distribution function approach at the heart of the
definition of order parameters developed for molecular crystals,38−40

we include in the fingerprints information on molecular position,
relative orientation, and molecular conformation. The fingerprint
associated with each structure i is the set Fi = {pi(rCOM), pi(θ⃗), pi(ϕ⃗)}.

The first level component of the fingerprint set is pi(rCOM), the
probability density, in the form of a kernel density estimate, of distances
between molecular centers of mass, rCOM. The second level of the
fingerprint is pi(θ⃗) a distribution of intermolecular angles θ⃗, describing
the relative orientation of neighboring molecules. Finally, the third level
fingerprint is the distribution of intramolecular torsional angles pi(ϕ⃗),
capturing the conformational state of a molecule. For molecules that are
rigid and very isotropic in shape, the first component of the fingerprint
is sufficient; for anisotropic, rigid molecules the first two components
are necessary, while for anisotropic flexible molecules all three
components contribute in capturing the salient features of a local
molecular environment.

By quantitatively comparing the structural fingerprint of two
different structures generated from the analysis of finite-temperature
MD simulations, we can assess the similarity of simulation snapshots of
different structures. Let us begin by considering structures i and j,
characterized by fingerprints Fi and Fj. We define the dissimilarity
between each of the components of the fingerprint, say pi and pj by
computing the Hellinger distance Hij:

H BC p p1 ( , )ij i j= − (2)

where BC(pi, pj) is the Bhattacharyya coefficient, defined as

p p p pBC( , ) ( ) ( ) di j i j∫ ξ ξ ξ= ⃗ ⃗ ⃗
(3)

where for the sake of generality, ξ ⃗ is used to indicate a vector variable.
We note that in this work ξ ⃗ reduces to a scalar in the case of rCOM, while
it will usually have dimensionality larger than one in the case of θ⃗ and ϕ⃗.
While θ⃗ can be a 3D distribution at most, the dimensionality of ϕ⃗
depends on the relevant torsional angles of the molecule. In contrast to
other measures of similarity between probability distributions, such as
the KL divergence used by Gobbo et al.36 or the generalized entropy
introduced by Piaggi et al.,37 the Hellinger distance is inherently
symmetric, does not diverge when pi and pj are sparse, and therefore
does not require regularization. By comparing all the components of Fi
and Fj, we obtain a vector of Hellinger distances Hij = [Hij

rCOM, Hij
θ⃗, Hij

ϕ⃗].
The dissimilarity metric between structures i and j,Δij, is thus defined as
the norm of vector Hij: Δij = ∥Hij∥, appropriately normalized as
discussed in the Supporting Information (SI). We can apply this
dissimilarity metric to each pair of a set of N crystal structures to finally
construct a N × N distance matrix, Δ.

Identifying Labile Structures. Having defined a measure of the
dissimilarity between crystal packings, we can automate the
identification of labile structures, i.e., structures that despite being
local minima of the potential energy are unstable at finite temperature
and melt during NVT or NPT simulations. To this aim, we focus on
pi(θ⃗), the intermolecular orientation component of Fi. In order to
identify the loss of order associated with melting in the structure, we
compute the dissimilarity between pi(θ⃗) and a uniform distribution in θ⃗,
corresponding to a completely disordered packing,35 here labeled with
l.

In this paper, we consider one intermolecular torsional angle, θ, as a
descriptor of the relative orientation of molecules since it is extremely
sensitive to melting, and limiting the analysis to this component reduces
the overall computational cost of the procedure. This choice is effective
in both the urea and succinic acid cases and can be generalized to
properly describe the orientation of any molecule by using three
angles.38 However, a single angle θ may come up short for molecules
that form plastic crystals in which they freely rotate. In case this would
emerge as an issue for specific systems, it would be straightforward to
extend the criterion for the identification of a labile structure to the full
fingerprint.

The uniform distribution of a single intermolecular torsional angle,
representative of a disordered packing, is pU(θ) = 1/2π, hence:

H p1
1

2
( ) dil i∫ π
θ θ= −

(4)
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For a labile structure, Hil → 0, which means that by monitoring this
quantity over the simulation time it is possible to detect structures that
melt without visual inspection, which would be impractically time-
consuming for large sets of structures. The labile structures are removed
from the analysis.
Clustering Finite-Temperature Snapshots of Crystal Struc-

tures. The distance matrix Δ can be exploited to identify clusters of
structures which are likely to be indistinguishable at finite temperature.
With it at our disposal, we can apply distance-based clustering methods,
such as the Fast Search and Find of Density Peaks algorithm (FSFDP)34

to identify the number of clusters, their centers, and structures
identified as members of the same cluster. For details on this clustering
approach, we refer the interested reader to ref 34. In Figure 2B, we
report the distance matrix Δ computed for the urea data set after the
NPT stage and in Figure 2C the ρ, σ decision graph identifying the
CSP_0 structures that correspond to cluster centers according to the
FSFDP algorithm. Cluster center structures are used to compute further
properties. The choice of clustering parameters is discussed in the
Supporting Information.
Metadynamics. After the MD stage and the clustering of all the

surviving structures (see Figure 1), we have reduced the initial set of
crystal packings included in the CSP_0 crystal energy landscape to a
smaller set of cluster centers. Any practical length of the MD step is
inherently insufficient to ensure that all the cluster centers will not
readily transform, and some cluster centers may be separated by such a
small barrier that only the most stable would crystallize. Therefore, in
order to efficiently assess the persistence of the structures
corresponding to cluster centers, and to estimate the work associated
with their transition, we introduce an additional step based on the
application of an adaptive bias potential through metadynamics. We
perform Well Tempered metadynamics (WTmetaD) on the crystal
supercells corresponding to the cluster centers identified after the NPT
stage. The bias is added as a function of two collective variables (CV)
that correspond to the coordinates typically used to represent structures
in a crystal energy landscape, namely, potential energy and density.
These variables are chosen for their generality, and low computational
cost, and are expected to enhance transitions between similar
structures. We note that the choice of these CVs would be suboptimal
for accurately computing free energy differences between polymorphs.
Typically, CVs that can be used for free energy calculations need to be

able to discriminate between specific crystal structures and to reversibly
enhance transitions between them. Several examples of CVs used for
this scope can be found in the enhanced sampling litera-
ture.17,19,20,37,38,41,42 In typical WTmetaD performed in this work, the
bias potential is updated every 1 ps with Gaussians characterized by an
initial height of 2 kJ mol−1 and a width of 20 kgm−3 for the density and 2
kJ mol−1 for the lattice energy. These simulations are performed using
GROMACS patched with PLUMED 2.43 Typical PLUMED input files
required to reproduce the results reported in this paper are available on
PLUMED-NEST (www.plumed-nest.org), the public repository of the
PLUMED consortium,44 as plumID:20.019.

To perform a statistical analysis on the transition pathways that
emerge from biased simulations and to converge estimates of the work
necessary to induce a transition, we performed 10 independent
simulations for every cluster center structure.

In order to detect transitions without visually inspecting the
trajectories obtained from WTmetaD we analyzed, on the fly, the
reweighting factor C(t), defined as

C t
s e

s e
( )

1
log

d

d

G s

G s V s t

( )

( ( ) ( , ))

∫
∫β

=
β

β

−

− +
(5)

where β = 1/kBT, G(s) is the Gibbs free energy, and V(s, t) the bias
potential. Following the argument introduced by Tiwary and
Parrinello,45 transitions to a new basin produce a marked change in
the slope of C(t). Furthermore, C(t) represents the work performed on
the system through the introduction of a bias potential. By averaging the
reweighting factor of the different trajectories obtained at the time when
a transition occurs, we estimate the average work associated with a
transition as W = ⟨C(t)⟩. The behavior of C(t) associated with the
transformation of a form I crystal supercell of urea during
metadynamics is reported in Figure 4A.

Together with the work associated with a transition, we are also
interested in tracking to which form each structure converts. To this
aim, we compute structural fingerprints and compare them to those of
the cluster centers obtained at the end of the NPT stage. If the
fingerprint of the structure obtained by evolving a supercell with
WTmetaD does not match any of the existing ones, a new reference
crystal structure is created. We also check if the system visits any
intermediate structure by comparing configurations at the beginning

Figure 2. Steps in clustering of finite-temperature supercell configurations obtained from MD simulations. (A) Starting from a generic structure i, we
calculate the centers of mass and determine a set of vectors able to identify the relative orientation of molecules. From these, we define a structural
fingerprint as a set of probability densities, as described in the Defining a Dissimilarity Measure section, obtained considering each pair of molecules
and averaging over the different time frames. To simplify, a small supercell with 64 molecules is shown in this image, but the simulation boxes for urea
contain from 400 to 800 molecules. (B) By computing the norm of the dimensionless Hellinger distances, Δij, between distributions of each pair of
structures, we obtain a distance matrix suitable for clustering analysis. (C) The decision graph of urea related to the FSFDP clustering algorithm,34

introduced in the Clustering finite-temperature snapshots of crystal structures section, using a distance cutoff of σ = 0.05 that divides the cluster centers
from the other structures (in the red shaded area). These other structures are assigned to the different clusters based on the vicinity to the structures of
higher densities, i.e., σ. Groups of more than two structures are shown with different colors, while unique geometries are identified with a black circle.
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and at the end of the portion of the trajectory in which C(t) plateaus.
We check whether the system goes back to the initial state when C(t)
begins increasing again, i.e., if the transition is temporary. This is done
by comparing the structures before and after the time-span in which
C(t) is constant.

■ RESULTS

Urea: An Example of Packing Polymorphism. Urea is a
small and relatively rigid organic molecule whose crystal
structures have been heavily studied by both the experimental
and modeling communities. Many X-ray diffraction studies have
been performed on form I, which is the stable phase of urea at
ambient pressure and temperature.47 Other high-pressures
phases of urea were identified in the first half of the twentieth
century, but their structures were only recently determined.47−52

Urea form I transforms to form III at 0.48 GPa, and to form IV at
2.8 GPa.51 A form I↔ form II transition was reported in 1916 by
Bridgman at 373 K and 0.60 GPa, but this has not been
reproduced,47,51 and since a direct transition from form I to form
IV was observed at 0.70 GPa and 396 K, it seems likely that form
IV coincides with form II.52 In 2002, a new polymorph was
discovered at 7.2 GPa, but no structure was obtained.50

However, the structures of the high pressure forms III and IV
show variations in the molecular structure consistent with
changes in its electronic structure, so it is unclear how well any

atomistic simulations could model those high pressure phases.
Increasing the pressure leads to polymorphs with a greater tilt of
the molecules and a more compressed structure.53

Together with the experimental work, urea has been the
subject of several theoretical studies on both nucleation and
crystal growth.37,39,46,54−60 In particular, from force field based
MD simulations, a new form similar in energy to form I has been
found.37,39,46,58,59 This form exhibits a H-bonding motif similar
to the experimental forms I, III, and IV but has a higher density.
Following the nomenclature reported in ref 37, this form will be
referred to as form A. In the same paper, a new stable structure
called form B was proposed. Unlike form A, no similarities
between the experimental structures and form B have been
observed. It was not clear whether the simulated favorability of
structures A and B is an artifact of theMD force field, or whether
they could be undiscovered polymorphs, so they are tracked
during the workflow. Representative images of the key urea
structures and the main hydrogen bonding types are shown in
Figure 3, panels A and B, respectively.

CSP_0 Study and Initial Structure Set. The crystal structure
of urea form I has a low-frequency high-amplitude normal mode
which combines out-of-plane deformations of the amino group
with molecular librations, such that the pyramidalization at the
N atom allows the hydrogen bonding to be maintained.61 The
experimental atomic displacement parameters that show the

Figure 3. Analysis of the finite-temperature structures of urea. (A) The known and proposed putative polymorphs of urea.37 From left to right form I,
form III, and form IV are the experimental polymorphs, while formA and form B are structures previously identified as stable with the GAFF force field.
(B) H-bonding types present in most of the CSP_0-generated structures of urea. Following the nomenclature in ref 46, these are labeled as type I, type
II, type III, and type IV, according to H-bond distances. The characteristic H-bond motif found in form I, which combines type I and type II, is shown.
(C) Lattice energy landscape of the CSP_0-generated structures of urea optimized with the GAFF force field. The plot shows those structures that melt
during the equilibration at 300 K and 1 bar as red crosses. (D) Finite-temperature crystal energy landscape. The size of each circle corresponds to the
number of CSP_0 structures that convert to the same geometry according to the legend in the upper right side.
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motion of the NH2 group in the crystal and gas-phase spectra
show that there is a very low barrier to pyramidalization. The
crystal structure is an average over vibrational motions, with
both the planar NH2 group and exact tetragonal symmetry being
transition states on many potential energy surfaces, leading to
considerable challenges in modeling urea by lattice energy
minimization.62,63 Hence, to avoid these complications, the urea
molecule was kept rigid throughout this study, using a PBE0/
aug-cc-pVTZ optimized conformation with urea constrained to
be planar using Gaussian 09.64 A rigid search was carried out
using CrystalPredictor65 in 58 space groups with one molecule
in the asymmetric unit cell, using PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ atomic
point charges and the empirical FIT repulsion-dispersion
potential.5,66 After clustering to remove duplicates, the
structures were labeled by their rank order. The structures
were then lattice energy minimized using DMACRYS7 with the
electrostatic model improved by using distributed multipoles
obtained from the PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ charge density with
GDMA 2.2,67 and reducing the symmetry of all structures that
were transition states within the space-group constraints.
Further clustering was performed to remove duplicates, as
defined by RMSD15, the optimum root-mean-square deviation
of the non-hydrogen atoms in an overlay of 15 molecule clusters,
calculated with COMPACK.68 Structure U472 was found to
correspond to experimental form I with an RMSD15 of 0.017 Å,
while structure U411 corresponds to form IV with an RMSD15

of 0.011 Å. Theoretical forms A and B correspond to structures
U2363 and U849, respectively.

Following the nomenclature in ref 46, most of the structures
present some of the three main hydrogen-bonding motifs shown
in Figure 3B. All experimental forms and form A exhibit a type I
H-bond network, while form B is formed of type III chains.
However, it is important to notice that experimental forms are
actually combinations of type I and type II, while form A
presents also type III H-bonds.

Energy Minimization and Preliminary Ranking. The
geometry of the different structures can now be used in
GROMACS. The GAFF force field was used, constraining the
improper dihedrals so that the molecules are planar as in the
CSP_0 study. A preliminary ranking can be done based on the
lattice energies, as reported in the Supporting Information. The
previously known and proposed geometries are all among the
most stable structures with form A being the most stable. In the
CSP_0 ranking, experimental forms I and IV are placed in 60th
and 41st positions with an energy difference with respect to the
global minimum of +9.0 kJ mol−1 and +7.8 kJ mol−1,
respectively. This difference is smaller when the GAFF force
field is used, with both the experimental structures appearing
among the 10 most stable crystalline configurations.

Finite-Temperature Simulations and Clustering. In order to
assess the lifetime of CSP_0-generated crystal structures, we
apply the methodology introduced in the previous section. After
equilibration, an additional 10 ns simulation in the NPT
ensemble is then performed to check the stability of the crystal
structures that did not melt during the initial NVT/NPT
equilibration of 5 ns each and to collect statistics on their the
properties.

Table 1. Stable and Metastable Structures of Urea with Their H-Bonding Motif Types, Ordered by Their Potential Energya

aThe 12 structures in white result as putative polymorphs in this study. Excluded structures are shown in red if their work of transformation W is
less than kBT, and in blue if they exhibit a partial melting of the simulation box or defects. If a structure undergoes a phase transition, the resulting
geometry and its H-bonding motif types are shown. The labile structures U2403, U1140, and U628 are not listed as they melt in the first steps of
the simulation, and so no estimation of W is possible.
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In Figure 3C, we report the CSP_0 crystal energy landscape,
showing the structures that spontaneously melt during MD
equilibration at 300 K. We note that around 40% of the
structures that were obtained from CSP_0 melt at 300 K and 1
bar.
After removing the labile structures, we analyzed the

trajectories obtained from MD with structural fingerprints
defined following the procedure outlined in the Methods
section. To characterize urea crystal structures, we considered
the contribution of relative position and orientation of urea
molecules in the definition of a structural fingerprint. The
orientation component corresponds to the 2D probability
density function of the angles ψ and θ between vectors parallel to
the C−Obond and to the N−Ndirection, respectively, shown in
Figure 2A.
In Figure 3D, we report a coarsened crystal energy landscape,

in which the configurations corresponding to the cluster centers
identified by the FSFDP algorithm are reported as a function of
the density and the potential energy. All the structures
considered in the clustering are putative polymorphs, which
did not melt after a 15 ns simulation in the NPT ensemble.
All the previously reported structures of urea, both

experimentally isolated or obtained from nucleation simulations,
spontaneously emerge as cluster centers in Figure 3D. Form A
emerges as the most populated cluster. Forms I and IV, the low
and high pressure forms of urea, also emerge as centers of highly
populated clusters at low and high density, respectively. Another
notable highly populated cluster is centered around form B
configurationsthe entropically favored structure identified
using the same force field by Piaggi et al.37 from nucleation
simulations, reportedly stable at elevated temperature.
Interestingly, a coarsening of the crystal energy landscape

leads to clusters of structures that correspond to disordered
variants of known polymorphs. For instance, structures in
clusters U146 and U115 present the characteristic packing of
form I, with a stacking disorder along the axis a. However, while
structure U146 is dominated by type-IV H-bonding along the a

direction (see Figure 3B), structure U115 presents a
combination of type-I and type-IV H-bonds resulting into one
misaligned layer of urea molecules every five.
We note that by compressing the unit cell of cluster U146, we

can obtain the characteristic packing of cluster U100. Cluster
U2223 exhibits a type III H-bondingmotif, and it appears to be a
variation of form B. How individual structures were clustered
after the unbiased MD stage is reported in the Supporting
Information, section S2.

Assessing the Persistence of Long-Lived Crystal Structures.
For every cluster center, the work necessary to obtain a phase
transformation W is obtained as an average of over 10
independent WTmetaD simulations. The WTmetaD analysis
reveals 12 cluster centers do not undergo any transition after at
least 30 ns of biased evolution, sampling an energy scale of 2.5 kJ
mol−1 per molecule. Forms A and B are among these supercell
configurations, while forms I and IV can transform as a result of
fluctuations in density and energy, enhanced through
WTmetaD. A summary of the qualitative behavior of the cluster
centers under the effect of biased dynamics is reported in Table
1.
In Figure 4B, we can see the network deriving from the

transformations observed between structures duringWTmetaD.
All the cluster centers considered either convert during
WTmetaD to three previously known or proposed geometries
(form I, form IV, form A), to the cluster center U146, melt or do
not undergo any phase transformation. In addition to perfect
supercell structures, we also sampled transitions to supercells
compatible with form A, but displaying packing defects. Such
structures are labeled in the following as form A*, to indicate
their similarity to form A. Snapshots from a typical trajectory in
which form I transforms to form A with packing defects are
reported as inset in Figure 4A. We note that the possibility that
in experiments crystals are produced with packing defects is
physically consistent and often found in MD simulations of
molecular crystals.20

Figure 4. (A) Variation of the reweighting factor, C(t), for the transition from urea form I to form A* in a WTmetaD simulation. The asterisk in A*
indicates the presence of stacking defects. On the bottom of the image, the bias potential in the CVs space before (1.8 ns), during (2.2 ns), and after
(5.0 ns) the solid−solid phase transition. (B) Conversion network showing the first phase transition of the different cluster centers in WTmetaD.
Replicas of the same structure can transform to different geometries. The circle size refers to how many replicas converted to that specific structure,
while the color of the arrows refers to the value of the free energy difference between the initial and transition states.
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In the coarsened landscape, we identify two regions at high
and low density, where forms A and I are the most common
structures exhibiting a type I H-bonding network. We note that
other type I cluster centers during WTmetaD preferentially
transform to form I when in low-density regions of the crystal
energy landscape, and to form A in high-density regions. In
Table 1, we report the structures with their H-bonding motif.
Those characterized by type III networks are particularly stable.
In most of the cases, even if the putative polymorph undergoes a
phase transition, the type III motif is preserved. On the other
hand, structures characterized by a type II network, such as the
two experimental forms I and IV, easily transform to type III.
In order to use the information gathered at this stage to screen

putative polymorph structures in a CSP workflow, we identify
crystal structures that are persistent or thermodynamically
stable. Here we ascribe to this category all cluster centers that do
not exhibit partial melting or defects, that are found within 5 kJ
mol−1 from the global potential energy minimum, or are
associated with aW > kBT. Implementing these criteria gives us a
set of 12 structures that are stable and persistent, out of an initial
set of 124. The list of remaining structures, ranked by their
potential energy, is reported in Table 1.
Succinic Acid: An Example of Conformational Poly-

morphism. Succinic acid is a small molecule that can adopt a
range of conformations in all phases. Three polymorphs of
succinic acid are currently known, namely, the α, β, and γ forms.
The recently reported γ conformational polymorph has only
been obtained once in a failed cocrystallization experiment.69,70

The high-temperature α phase of succinic acid is stable above
137 °C and can be crystallized from the melt or by sublimation71

and only slowly transforms to the more stable β form at ambient
temperature, depending on sample and conditions.
In this study, crystal structures were classified based on the

conformer adopted by their building blocks according to the
nomenclature in ref 69, where three dihedral angles t0, t1, and t2,
shown in Figure 5A are used to identify the different families of
conformers in the gas or liquid phase. Conformers are labeled
with three letters associated with the value of t1, t0, and t2. Each
one of these are named with the letter a or g if they are in the anti
or gauche position, respectively. Capital letters are used to
indicate the configuration adopted by t0. In ref 69, a
conformational cluster analysis was performed using dSNAP72

on all crystal structures containing succinic acid available in the
Cambridge Structural Database (CSD).73 Even though free
molecules in the gas phase or in solution can adopt many
conformations,69 this search identified two dominant con-
formers, namely, the planar (aAa, shown in Figure 5A) and
folded (aGa) conformations. Isolated succinic acid molecules in
the gas phase or in solution favor the folded conformation.69

The two most common experimentally observed polymorphs of
succinic acid, β and α, are comprised of planar conformers,
whereas the folded conformer of succinic acid is in the recently
discovered γ form.
The metastable α form has been found at room temperature,

as a contaminant after grinding the β polymorph74 and in liquid
segmented flow crystallization75 or by spray-drying from
water.76 This suggests that the α polymorph is observed at
ambient conditions only when its solvent-mediated trans-
formation to the more stable β is arrested. Although the
crystallography of succinic acid dates back to the work of
Kathleen Lonsdale in 1924, in the Cambridge Structural
Database73 there is a single structure determination of the
atomic coordinates of polymorph α (ID:SUCACB07). The
structure has two half molecules in the asymmetric unit, and an
improbable location of one of the hydrogen atoms bonded to
carbon. This suggests that the α structure may involve a
dynamical disorder. Hence, while we would expect the
coarsened landscape to include at least the α, β, and γ forms
as crystals have been observed at ambient temperature, the
ability of the two metastable forms to convert to the stable form
β may provide insights into the elusive nature of the metastable
polymorphs in this system.

CSP_0 Structure Set. Comparison of CSP_0 studies
performed with different potential energy surfaces should
produce structures that are quite similar. The two potential
energy surfaces may have a slightly different location of their
approximation to a well-defined sharp minimum in a structure
where the molecules are tightly interlocked, and there would be
a substantial barrier to any transformation. Alternatively, the
potential energy surface can be very broad and contain a variety
of very shallow minima, and this differs between different model
potential energy surfaces, so the actual minima found also
depend on the optimization route and clustering used in the
CSP study. In the former case, using the GAFF force field as a

Figure 5. (A)Main torsional angles used to identify the different conformers of succinic acid with the planar (aAa) conformation of forms α and β. (B)
The R2

2(8) H-bonding type and relative motifs for the planar and folded conformers (on the right). On the lower left, the alternative H-bonding motif
R2
2(6) C1

1(4) present in structures S1107, S18857, and S15665. (C) The α structure at 0 K (left) and its transformation at 300 K and 1 bar (right) using
the GAFF force field.
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third potential surface from either starting structure would result
in the same lattice energy minimum and dynamical structure. In
the latter case, where the well was broad and weakly undulating
in reality, this would differ between approximate potential
energy surfaces producing different lattice energy minima, and
the dynamic crystal would have large amplitude motions
covering the broad well. To test the extent to which the
outcome of our workflow is independent of the finer details of
the CSP_0 method, we have analyzed a joint set of CSP_0
succinic acid crystal structures obtained with two different
methods. The first, here referred to as Ψmol, is the result of the
CSP study published in ref 69. A COMPACK overlay of 30
molecules was performed between the Ψmol set and the
experimental structures. Structures S23778 and S19217
correspond to forms β and γ, respectively, while structure
S9393 is a good approximation of form α. Form β is the global
potential energy minimum, with the high-temperature form α at
+8.9 kJ mol−1 and γ at +4.7 kJ mol−1.

A second set of putative crystal structures for the system, here
labeledΨcrys, is obtained through an optimization and reranking
of the Ψmol-generated candidate structures, using a periodic
DFT+D method.77,78 In the Ψcrys set, all structures were
geometry-optimized with VASP version 5.4.1.79 The PBE
functional was used,80 supplemented with the D3BJ dispersion
correction.77,78 The plane wave cutoff energy was 700 eV, and
default PAW pseudopotentials were used. For the k-points, a Γ-
centeredMonkhorst−Pack grid with approximately (2π× ) 0.06
Å−1 spacing was used. Both atomic positions and lattice
parameters were optimized together until the forces on all
atoms were smaller than 0.01 eV Å−1. Space group symmetry
was recovered with PLATON.81 In the Ψcrys set, experimental
forms β, α, and γ are included. For theΨcrys set, the global energy
minimum is the labile polymorph γ, with α at +0.3 kJ mol−1 and
β at +1.6 kJ mol−1.
Considering the joint Ψmol and Ψcrys sets of structures, we

analyzed a total of 101 CSP-generated crystal structures. As each
Ψcrys structure was derived by reoptimizing a Ψmol structure, in

Figure 6.Analysis of the finite-temperature structures of succinic acid. (A) Lattice energy landscape of the CSP_0-generated structures of succinic acid
optimized with the GAFF force field at 0 K showing those structures that melt at 300 K as red crosses. (B) Finite-temperature crystal energy landscape
of the cluster centers. The size of each point refers to the number of structures that converted to the same geometry. Known structures and most
populated clusters are shown on either side of the plot. The different clusters are labeled based on their cluster center. (C) Final finite-temperature
crystal energy landscape classified by the motifs observed and including the new structures found duringWTmetaD simulations according to the color
bar on the lower left side.
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most cases both lead to the same dynamical structure, which is
denoted by one label. When the finite-temperature structures
were different, they are distinguished by adding (Ψcrys) to the
label.
The majority of the structures identified, including exper-

imental ones, present an H-bonding motif of type R2
2(8)82 that

gives rise to H-bonded chains of two types, depending on the
conformational state of the succinic acid molecules, as shown in
Figure 5B. Only three structures exhibit the more complicated
H-bonding network shown on the lower left of Figure 5B. The
crystal structures mainly differ in the conformation of the
molecule and the different orientations of chains and layers. This
determined the choice of fingerprints implemented for the
clustering of finite-temperature structures.
The force field in the finite-temperature simulations used to

carry out a systematic coarsening is the General Amber Force
Field (GAFF),83 with the AM1-BCC scheme in which the
Mulliken charges obtained from semiempirical AM1 calcu-
lations are modified by a correction term that depends on the
bond type.84

Energy Minimization and Finite-Temperature Equilibra-
tion. Geometry optimization and energy minimization calcu-
lations are performed for all the structures. The resulting lattice
energy is different from that obtained from CSP_0. In the Ψmol

ranking, form β is the global minimum, while using GAFF it is in
the sixth position with a difference of 0.6 kJ mol−1 from the most
stable structure. Nevertheless, β remains the most stable among
the experimental forms. Focusing on the experimentally
observed polymorphs, the GAFF force field is in good agreement
with the Ψmol CSP_0 study results showing the β polymorph as
the most stable, followed by γ at +4.34 kJ mol−1 and α at 6.91 kJ
mol−1. In order to eliminate labile structures and to begin the
coarsening process, all the structures are equilibrated at 300 K
and 1 bar. In Figure 6A, we see that only a few structures are
labile compared to the case of urea illustrated earlier.

Looking at the experimental structures, the α form is distorted
after equilibration. In Figure 5C, we see the α structure
optimized withGAFF at 0 K and relaxed withMD at 300 K and 1
bar. The experimental structure of α polymorph, with its closest
approximation identified by CSP_0, is reported for comparison
in the Supporting Information, Tab. S1. The crystal structure
obtained by finite-temperature relaxation of the α form presents
the same hydrogen bonded chains of the experimental structure,
but it is organized in layers of perfectly parallel molecules. This
transformation is probably due to the inability of the GAFF force
field to reproduce the α form at ambient temperature, and other
force fields may be considered in the future. The γ form exhibits
the same relaxation of the cell parameters seen in ref 69, with the
β angle changing from nearly 90° to 99°.

Cluster Analysis. In order to reduce the relevant structures
contained in the initial set of CSP_0 structures, we define a
structural fingerprint for succinic acid molecules. As discussed in
the Methods section, the structural fingerprint includes the
distribution of distances between centers of mass, pi(rCOM). The
molecular orientation is defined through two vectors: one
connecting the two central carbon atoms, and the other
connecting the terminal ones, resulting in the intermolecular
angles θ and ψ, respectively. θ captures how the central carbon
atoms of a molecule are located with respect to neighboring
molecules. The angle ψ instead captures the relative orientation
of hydrogen bonded layers. Succinic acid H-bonded chains in
different layers, shown in Figure 5B, are not necessarily parallel
to each other, with the angle ψ able to vary as shown on the top-
right of Figure 7B−C. Moreover, different packing motifs of H-
bonded chains are observed, including alternate (ABABAB...) or
doubly alternate (AABBAABB...) aligned layers. The varying
alignment of H-bonded chains is illustrated in the Supporting
Information, Figure S6. Since succinic acid is a flexible molecule,
we include in the fingerprint a descriptor of the conformational
state of individual molecules. To this aim, we select the
distribution of the t0 torsional angles (see Figure 5A) indicated

Figure 7. Conversion Network for succinic acid crystal structures. The different structures are named by their cluster centers, and they are divided
based on the conformation of the molecules and the orientation of the layers. The circle size refers to how many replicas converted to that specific
structure, while their color is orange if a phase transition is observed, green if the structure is kinetically stable, and blue for new structures. The color of
the arrows refers to the value of the free energy difference between the initial and transition states. The presence of an asterisk in the representation of
the conversion network denotes structures presenting defects within the supercell.
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with pi(ϕ). The resulting fingerprint for succinic acid is thus
expressed as

F p r p p( ), ( , ), ( )i i i iCOM θ ψ ϕ= { } (6)

The reduced energy landscape is reported in Figure 6B with a
representation of the most populated structures. We observe
that the α-like form is the most populated cluster, while the β
and γ forms are also among the largest ones. Moreover, we
notice that the geometry typical of the cluster centered on
structure S763 is very similar to that of the β polymorph with a
change in orientation occurring every two layers. Cluster
S10824(Ψcrys) is among the few with the succinic acid in the
folded conformation. We observe that this cluster displays the
same structure as form γ, but with stacking disorder along one
axis. On the other hand, clusters S2562 and S2585 exhibit crystal
structures significantly different from the experimental ones.
They present the H-bonding motif shown on the top right of
Figure 5B with chains in different layers oriented at an angle to
one another, rather than in a parallel arrangement as in
polymorph β. It should be noted that most of the structures in

the Ψcrys data set coalesced to the same cluster as the Ψmol

structure fromwhich it was derived, as would be expected from a
structure that had been reminimized on a different potential
energy surface. However, there are exceptions (SI Tab. S4),
which are mainly structures that are based on layers of hydrogen
bonded molecules, suggesting that the potential energy surfaces
differ significantly in the interlayer stacking energies. We obtain
a single cluster for every experimentally known crystal structure
α, β, and γ. In the unbiased relaxation of crystal supercells
performed with NPT simulations, we do not observe any
spontaneous conversion between planar and folded conformers.

Metadynamics. In this case, we investigated transitions by
introducing bias up to 3.5 kJ mol−1 per molecule. As before, 10
independent replicas per cluster center were simulated, leading
to the conversion network reported in Figure 7. In this
representation, we divided the structures into four groups
based on the molecules’ conformation and the relative
orientation of hydrogen bonded layers. Structures with folded
molecules (Figure 7A) or misaligned layers of planar molecules
(Figure 7C) emerge as extremely stable and do not transform

Table 2. Stable and Metastable Succinic Acid Crystal Structures with the Conformation of the Succinic Acid Molecule and
Ordered According to Their Potential Energya

aThe structures that are excluded from the final ranking are shown in red if their work of transformation W was less than than kBT, and in blue if
they exhibited a partial melting or defects. Structures NC1, NC2, and NC3 emerged from transitions sampled during the metadynamics step and
were not included in the initial CSP_0 set. These structures include conformers that were not considered in the initial search. We note that NC2
and NC3 also have Z′ = 2 and Z′ = 4, respectively.
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into other crystal structures under the effect of biased dynamics.
The only exception to these groups is structure S4947(Ψcrys)
which undergoes a transition to the cluster centered around
structure S4939(Ψcrys). On the other hand, structures
characterized by hydrogen bonded chains of planar molecules
in aligned layers can easily interconvert (Figure 7B). Most of
them transform to α or adopt a structure typical of the cluster
centered around structure S763. In biased simulations, we also
observe the transition to three putative conformational
polymorphs that were not included in the original set of
structures generated from the CSP_0 search and classification.
Such transitions are represented in the conversion network
reported in Figure 7D from the cluster centers S1107,
S18857(Ψcrys), and S3841 to structures NC1, NC2 and NC3.
In particular, we note that structures with the H-bonding
network motif R2

2(6)C1
1(4) reported in Figure 5B convert to

crystal structures in which the building block is the gA-g
conformer.35 We observe that the H-bonding network resulting
from such transitions presents only the chain type C1

1(4)
reported in the Supporting Information.
To conclude, from the initial CSP_0 set containing 101

structures, we identify 27 low energy, persistent crystal
structures. This includes the conformational polymorphs
resulting from the biased sampling of unit cells presenting the
R2
2(6)C1

1(4) H-bonding motif. These structures, with their
cluster center, potential energy, and conformer are reported in
Table 2.

■ DISCUSSION
The workflow presented here relies on, and confirms, the idea
that the number of structures in a CSP_0 process can be
significantly reduced by aMolecular Dynamics shakeup15,16,22,85

and provides static perfect crystal structures (cf. crystallographic
structures) to represent the most likely putative polymorphs
generated by CSP_0. The reduction in the number of structures
from CSP_0 represents a coarsening of the underlying potential
energy surface, and the removal of many shallow minima with
barriers that are lower than the thermal energy. The number of
local lattice energy minima that form one finite-temperature
ensemble strongly depends on the type of crystal packing and
the intermolecular forces involved. For example, a strongly
hydrogen bonded layer of molecules can have many shallow
minima in the dispersion dominated interactions between the
layers, whereas a structure with strong directional hydrogen
bonds defining all three crystallographic directions will have only
one minimum. The coarsening refines the CSP_0 output to
allow focus on the dominant structural types and hence the
structures most likely to be long-lived polymorphs with distinct
properties. The approach is also crude or coarse in the sense that
the practicalities of processing a large number of structures
require an approximate force field and short simulation times in
relatively small simulation boxes.
In an ideal world, if we could use an accurate force field, and

perform MD simulations on each structure without time scale
limitations, the MD stage of the coarsening process would
identify the free energy minima at the simulation temperature
and pressure. It would provide representative crystallographic
structures for each free energy minimum and could also give
their relative free energies. The metadynamics step then
identifies which structures are sufficiently closely related for
there to be a small barrier for a solid-state transformation and
estimates the barrier height. This would identify relationships
between the structures, and an easy transformation could

suggest that the structures would not remain distinct throughout
the crystallization process.
A key observation is that the metadynamics step has found

structures such as A* of urea, which do not have a small unit cell,
but contain an interface boundary between different regions of
the simulation cell. The observation of such structures is
common when polymorphic transformations are investigated
using enhanced sampling methods.19,20,35,39 The interface, or
stacking defect, involves sufficient molecules that the finger-
prints of the simulation cells differ. Such structures are realistic
and may correspond to the boundaries of polymorphic domains
(cf. aspirin86), twin boundaries,87 or stacking defects which are
very common for organic crystal structures built up of layers of
molecules with weak dispersion forces between the layers.88

Thus, such simulations are entirely realistic in revealing the
possibility of disorder in structures that may hinder the growth
of single crystals.
Within the current approach (using a force field that is

inaccurate with short, smallMD simulations), themetadynamics
step is very much part of the coarsening process, showing which
structures would have probably melted if longer simulations or a
slightly higher temperature had been used in the first stage. It
may also reveal cases where the barrier and distinction between
structures is so small to be an artifact of the force field used, such
as holding urea rigid. The workflow should not be used in a
completely blind, black box manner, because some crystal
structures show significant dynamic disorder and are thermally
stabilized, to the extent that a single lattice energy minimum
CSP_0 structure does not give a good representation. Examples
would include plastic crystals, structures with fairly freely
rotating groups such as fluoromethyl groups, and probably the
high temperature α form of succinic acid, as well as structures
with stacking faults and grain boundaries. However, the
clustering step is able to highlight that these structures need
manual visualization of the trajectory, and careful consideration
as to whether they represent the behavior of real crystals.
Urea and succinic acid are two relatively small molecules,

characterized by limited conformational flexibility. Looking
forward to applications of this protocol to industrially relevant
cases where size, conformational complexity and Z′ are likely to
increase, we will need to address the scalability of our approach.
Besides the increase in computational cost associated with larger
system sizes both in MD and in CSP_0 studies, we foresee that
the complexity in the molecular structure will impact the
dimensionality, and thus the computational cost, of the
fingerprint components used to generate a dissimilarity matrix
necessary to perform clustering. In fact, while the dimensionality
of the positional (p(rcom)) and orientational (p(θ)) components
are fairly independent from size and complexity, the
dimensionality of the conformational component (p(ϕ)) is
bound to increase with the size and conformational flexibility of
the system. To tackle scaling issues of p(ϕ) for a system with an
arbitrary number of torsion angles, we are currently exploring
using a set of univariate probability distributions as an
approximation to the fully correlated multidimensional
probability density. We are currently testing this working
hypothesis on larger molecules and larger CSP_0 data sets. We
also note that, since the purpose of enhanced sampling in the
workflow is not that of obtaining a thorough exploration of the
configurational ensemble of crystal structures, but the
facilitation of the conversion of crystal structures that are
already similar, the CVs used (energy and density) are fairly
independent of conformational complexity and size. Therefore,
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we do not anticipate the cost of this step to be severely affected
by an increase in size, flexibility, or Z′ of the systems studied.
Finally, we note that our workflow currently necessitates the

use of standard molecular dynamics force fields, which are not
sufficiently accurate for crystal structure prediction studies. The
differences between the GAFF force field and that used in the
CSP_0 studies, or derived by reoptimizing the succinic acid
structures using periodic electronic structure methods (see the
SI section S1) are sufficient to raise questions as to whether the
stability of some structures is an artifact of the force field. As
demonstrated by periodic high Z′ structures (NC2 and NC3)
being generated in the biased simulations of succinic acid,
answering such questions requires further consistency checks
through calculations with the more realistic potential energy
surfaces. Indeed, revaluating the energies of the new (NC)
structures generated by the metadynamics step with the Ψmol
and Ψcrys methods showed that they were too high in energy to
be considered as putative polymorphs. In the future, when we
can develop a sufficiently accurate potential energy surface for a
specific pharmaceutical,89 that can be used for both the initial
CSP_0 structure generation and this workflow, then the
resulting, much smaller set of CSP_thd structures could be
used with more confidence to guide experimental polymorph
screening efforts.90

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we have demonstrated the application of a
systematic coarsening approach of CSP_0-generated crystal
energy landscapes, based on the application of both unbiased
and biased MD simulation methods, coupled with the clustering
of finite-temperature structures based on probabilistic structural
fingerprints.
The method was tested on two small organic molecules

exhibiting polymorphism, namely, urea and succinic acid. In
both cases, our analysis allowed us to reduce the number of
candidates to be further evaluated as potential polymorphs by
one order of magnitude. In the case of urea, we reduced the
interesting candidates from 124 CSP_0-generated crystal
structures to 12 putative polymorphs. In the case of succinic
acid, we went from 101 CSP_0 minima to two dozen putative
polymorphs.
It is worth noting that for both urea and succinic acid all

previously known structures both experimentally observed or
computationally predicted in other studies were obtained in the
final reduced set.
Finally, we note that finite-temperature sampling of the

density/energy collective variable space starting from crystal
structures generated from CSP_0 yielded several examples of
crystal supercells that have a structure consistent with the most
populated clusters, but incorporating defects. The fingerprint
representation and clustering method used in this work is able to
identify and distinguish such structures from their perfectly
ordered counterparts. This is because, while probabilistic
structural fingerprints are robust with respect to isolated point
defects, they are sensitive to packing defects that introduce a
statistically significant number of molecules arranged differently
along the defect. We believe this is an important consequence of
this analysis, as it allows the identification of structures that are
potentially prone to exhibit packing defects in reality.
In order to perform a systematic coarsening of crystal energy

landscapes based on finite-temperature MD simulations, we
have used force fields that differ from those employed in the
CSP_0 ranking. While among the surviving crystal structures,

we can find all the known experimental and previously proposed
structures, the (in)consistency of the energy approximation is an
issue throughout the entire CSP workflow. For instance, similar
deviations to those found with GAFF are observed comparing
Ψcrys and Ψmol lattice energies across the entire pool of succinic
acid structures. A comparison of lattice energies computed with
different methods is reported in the Supporting Information.
We are convinced that the ideas described in this work on a

systematic screening of structures generated by CSP_0 aimed at
identifying long-lived, stable polymorphs are general and will
provide a useful, physics-based strategy for the systematic
reduction of crystal energy landscapes. This enables a systematic
identification of promising candidates to be further analyzed in
computationally expensive accurate thermodynamic calcula-
tions, and in explicit nucleation and growth simulations for the
assessment of crystallization kinetics.
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